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Name:  _key_
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE x70 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is limited open notes. You can have up to 3 double-side letter-size pages of notes that are stapled together and 
signed.  Notes must not be exchanged during the exam.  No textbooks, computers, calculators or cell phones.  Do not use 
back side without authorization as it may not be graded.  

DL: 12/7 ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Problem 1 (25pts.)
Answer the questions based on the recent lecture about the numerical complexity and/or Chapter 3 of the “Algorithms 
to Live By.”

Problem 1AB (10pts.)
What is the numerical complexity of registering runners for a Marathon using one registration station in term of the 
number of runners N?  Circle the closest answer:

n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

What is the numerical complexity of registering runners for a Marathon using two registration station in term of the 
number of runners N?  Circle the closest answer:

n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

Aftyer all runners are registered, what is the numerical complexity of the marathon competition in terms of the number 
of runners N? Circle the closest answer:  (Audiobook: 1h7m20s)

n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

Assuming that all answers above are correct, what is the numerical complexity of all of the above combined?
Circle the closest answer: (Audiobook: 16m20s, 17m50s)

n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

What is the numerical complexity of sorting N books using bubble sort algorithm?
Circle the closest answer: (Audiobook: 19m54s)

n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n  2   n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

Problem 1C (5pts.)
Dr. Huggins discovered that a Spice simulation of a 20-node circuit took 400 seconds.  However, after he divided the 
circuit into two subcircuits of equal size the subsequent two simulations took only 100 seconds.  What is the 
approximate numerical complexity of a simulation of a N-node circuit?  Circle the closest answer:
(Bottom line: n=20 → t=400, 2x n=10 → t=50+50.) 
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n! 2n n5 n4 n  3    n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

Problem 1D (5pts.)
What is the numerical complexity of insertion sort algorithm? Circle the closest answer:

n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n  2   n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

Problem 1E+2A (10pts.)
Based on your knowledge of the data container implementation of vector<T>  (or class BadVector), list<T>, stack, and 
CircularBuffer circle the closest numerical complexity for the member functions of these containers:

CircularBuffer<T, N, 10>::LongAverage() less   1   n   n2   more

CircularBuffer<T, N, 10>::CircularBuffer() less   1   n   n2   more

list<T>::~list() /* destructor */ less   1   n   n2   more

vector<T>::clear() less   1   n   n2   more

list<T>::clear() less   1   n   n2   more

Problem 2B (20pts.)
Analyze the code and show what it does by showing what is stored in each variable when the code is run. 
Use ‘-’ to indicate that the data container is empty and nothing valid is stored at a time.  STL library is used.

void main() {
  deque<int> D;  queue<int> Q;  stack<int> S;
  D.push_front(1); D.push_back(2); D.push_front(3); D.pop_front(); D.push_front(4);

    while( ! D.empty() ) { S.push(D.front()); Q.push(D.front()); D.pop_front(); }

// -1 per each mistake until 10

Now assume the following:

S 1 2 3 4 5

bottom top

Q 6 7 8 9 10

front back

    while(! Q.empty() ) { S.push(Q.front());     Q.pop(); }
    while(! S.empty() ) { D.push_front(S.top()); S.pop(); } 
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  // -4 if only reversed
}

Problem 3 (25pts.)
Analyze the dependence among structures (or classes with public data members) resembling some variation 
of a link-based data structure that are allocated in memory as shown in the figure and answer what memory 
locations are accessed in the provided code by providing values of those memory locations in decimal integer 
numbers. Pointer values are not necessarily realistic, and have been preset to provide a good exam exercise. 
In case of dereferencing a null pointer mark “EXCEPTION” answer.

//COMPUTER MEMORY IMAGE:

//CODE:
class myLink {
public:
    myLink *U, *D, *L, *R;
    int     X;
};
myLink * pointer
pointer = 4320;
cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: ______9_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = pointer->D;
cout << pointer;                       // value printed: ___4000_ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: ______1_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = pointer->D->L;
cout << pointer;                       // value printed: ___4200_ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: ______6_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = 4440;
cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: _____12_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = pointer->R;
cout << pointer;                       // value printed: ______0_ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION
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pointer = pointer->R;
cout << pointer;                       // value printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

Problem 4A Quick Questions (10pts.)
Answer the questions about the data structures that we discussed in class this semester. Some classes were 
studied in-depth while others were just mentioned detailed enough to answer the question about them.

Our list<T> has both iterator and const_iterator false   /   true

Our list<T> with forward and reverse iterators utilizes 5 class templates false   /   true

Two different strings have the same “no position” value false   /   true

Two different lists may have the same value of for their corresponding end() iterators false   /   true

Two different lists may have the same value of for their corresponding begin() iterators false   /   true

Problem 4B (15pts.)
Complete the code for the provided function that prints in reverse the contents of a provided constant list.  
You can use either our lecture/homework list or the one provided by the STL library. Efficiency is preferred.

void Print_Reversed_List ( const list<double> & L ) {

for ( auto IT = L.crbegin()_ 1;   IT _!=__2 L.crend()___ 3 ;   _++IT___4 )

    cout << “ ” << _*IT______5 ;

}

The data type of the variable IT (declared above as “auto”) is in fact _list<double>::reverse_iterator()_6

There is only one lecture left.  See you there!
Thank You for the great semester.

Extra Credit (each +2 if correct, 0 if unanswered or -2 if incorrect)
(Marking “do not grade” or crossing out this question results canceling the extra credit.)  Circle the right answer: 

Google and Bing are in fact: (Audiobook: 6m44s)

do not grade            search engines            sort engines

Economy of scale:  with more elements to sort, per unit cost of sorting:  (Audiobook: 8m50s)

do not grade            falls                     raises
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